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PHOTOGRAPHY 41st. TROPHY “TORRETES”
FOTO-FILM CALELLA
PARTICIPANTS: The photographers of the whole world
DISCIPLINES: Digital archives.
SECTIONS/THEMES:
A - Monochrome pictures, free theme. (definition FIAP)
B - Color, free theme.
C - Color, the sea with all its aspects. (landscape, work, portrait, diving … )
Number of photos: 4 per issue, not presented in previous editions of the Trophy Torretes.
CONTEST CALENDAR:
Opening admission:
Admission Deadline:
Jury Verdict:
Sending notifications:
Exhibition:
Award ceremony:
Sending of the Catalogue:

December 1st, 2016.
February 6th., 2017.
February 18th. and 19th., 2017
March 1st, 2017.
from 2th until 30th April 2017.
April 30th, 2017.
July 2017

HOW TO PARTICIPATE:
Only via Internet. The inscription, sending images and the payment of admission fees will be made online
from the website: www. festimatge.org following the instructions provided by the system.
In JPG format, 2400 pixels maximum the longest part, at 72 dpi.
We recommend that the color space is sRGB. No image can exceed 2Mb.
CATALOGUE: (5 stars FIAP)
A high quality print catalogue will be done and sent to all participants.
AWARDS:
Torretes Honor Award Trophy (exclusive design), FIAP Special Badge, 1.000 €, and a 8 day stay, full board
for 2 people for the author with more acceptances.
Awards loose work:
3 FIAP golden medals
3 FIAP silvery medals
3 FIAP Bronze medals
3 CEF golden medals
3 CEF silvery medals
3 CEF Bronze medals
3 ISF silvery medals
3 ISF golden medals
3 ISF Bronze medals
3 GPU silvery medals
3 GPU golden medals
3 GPU Bronze medals
3
FCF
silvery
medals
3 FCF golden medals
3 FCF Bronze medals
18 FIAP Honorable Mentions.
18 ISF Honorable Mentions.
PARTICIPATION FEE:
30 € / 34 $ USD.

JURY
Asier Garagarza,
Javier Muñoz,
Jean-Claude Paillé ,
Joan Vicens Tarré,
Josep M. Casanoves,
Juan A. Palacios,
Loredana De Pace,
Maria G. de la Hoz,
Roseline Dupeux,
Vicenç Semper,

AFIAP, MCEF - Spain.
EFIAP, ACEF- Spain.
EFIAP - France.
President Agrup. Photographic Sant Feliu de Guixols - Spain.
EsFIAP, AFIAP, JBFCF - Spain.
EFIAP, ACEF - Spain.
Photographer freelance journalist, Exhibition curator - Italy.
MFIAP,Hon.FCF, JBFCF,EFCF - Spain.
EFIAP - France.
AFIAP - Spain.

NOTES:
"With the sole act of submitting his/her images or files to a salon under FIAP Patronage, the entrant
accepts without exception and with no objection that the submitted images can be investigated by FIAP to
establish if these obey to FIAP regulations and definitions even if the entrant is not a member of FIAP; that
FIAP will use any means at its disposal for this undertaking; that any refusal to cooperate with FIAP or any
refusal to submit the original files as captured by the camera, or failure to provide sufficient evidence, will
be sanctioned by FIAP and that in case of sanctions following the non compliance with FIAP regulations, the
name of the entrant will be released in any form useful to inform the breaches of the rules. It is
recommended to leave the EXIF data in the submitted files intact in order to ease eventual investigations".

Sending notifications-Reporting of the results will be made by e-mail.
The sending of the catalogue will be done by ordinary mail to the address provided by the participants at
the entry form. Film Calella is not responsible for deliveries catalogue or medals have not been delivered in
a timely manner due to local postal requirements.
The gallery of the participating works will be available in the website www.festimatge.org .
Participants are fully responsible for there are no rights of third parties in the works presented, as well as
any possible claim for royalties. The author gives permission to the organization to reproduce his/her works
for the edition of the catalogue.
The participation in this competition implies acceptance of these rules.
Chairman of the Salon: Mr. Joaquim Sitjà
Salon is organized by Foto-Film Calella (Calella, Spain)
P.O. Box 35
08370 Calella (Barcelona) SPAIN
E-mail: torretesfoto@festimatge.org
www.festimatge.org

